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Radial compression and inward transport of positron plasmas
using a rotating electric field *
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It has recently been demonstrated that positron plasmas confined in a Penning-Malmberg trap can
be compressed radially by applying a rotating electric field@Phys. Rev. Lett.85, 1883~2000!#. A
more complete description of the original experiments is presented, together with the results of new
measurements. Good coupling of the rotating electric field is observed over a broad range of
frequencies. The heating caused by the rotating field is counteracted by cooling using a polyatomic
gas. Rapid compression ratesṅ/n;15 s21 can be achieved, with central density increases of a
factor of 20 or more. The good coupling and high compression rates can be explained in terms of
excitation of heavily damped Trivelpiece–Gould modes, or alternatively as coupling directly to
particle bounce resonances. Potential improvements and applications are discussed, including the
production of high-density positron plasmas and brightness-enhanced positron beams. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1350570#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The availability of efficient low-energy positron sourc
are important in areas as diverse as atomic physics,1 materi-
als and surface science,2,3 plasma physics,4 mass
spectrometry,5 and astrophysical simulations.6 The develop-
ment of techniques to accumulate positrons in Penning t
has extended many of these applications and led to
ones.7 A recent application of positron trapping has been
extraction of high quality pulsed beams with energy spre
as low as 18 meV.8 Sympathetic cooling of positrons usin
laser-cooled ions has the potential to produce much co
~i.e., sub-kelvin! plasmas and beams.9

The use of Penning traps for the production of positr
beams offers unique advantages over conventional pos
beam lines. One example is the potential for brightness
hancement by compression of the positron plasma prio
beam extraction, which we recently demonstrated10 and de-
scribe in more detail in this paper. This technique and ot
capabilities of Penning trap based positron beams~such as
the ability to produce ultrashort positron pulses! are currently
being developed for the production of bright cold positr
beams for a variety of technological applications.11 Another
unique capability is the potential for producing intense p
itron pulses that can be used, for example, to study Bo
Einstein condensation of positronium atoms12 or for mea-
surements of anomalous transport in tokamak plasmas.13

The ability to compress positron plasmas also has im
cations for the long-term storage of antimatter, the crea
of high density positron plasmas for electron–positr
plasma experiments,4 antihydrogen formation,14 and the
cooling of highly charged ions.15 The ability to induce in-
ward transport in plasmas is also of relevance in understa

*Paper MI2 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.45, 216 ~2000!.
†Invited speaker.
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ing how waves and electric fields alter the transport prop
ties of magnetized plasmas. These types of processes
believed to dominate anomalous transport in magnetic
confined neutral plasmas.16 The ability to study these pro
cesses in the unusually simple geometry of the single c
ponent plasma has the potential for yielding new understa
ing of such phenomena.17

Several methods have been demonstrated for compr
ing non-neutral plasmas in the Penning geometry. O
method involves varying the plasma rotation frequency us
radiation pressure from laser beams.18 Unfortunately, this
technique is restricted to certain species of ion plasmas w
suitable electronic transitions. Another method that can
applied more generally to many types of non-neutral pl
mas, including those composed of elementary particles
the injection of angular momentum into the plasma.

Injection of angular momentum has already been de
onstrated as a method for compression of both pure elec
and pure ion plasmas.19–23 The angular momentum is in
jected by applying a rotating electric field~‘‘rotating wall’’ !
to the plasma. In ion plasmas, the signal was applied a
frequency slightly above theE3B rotation frequency of the
plasma.19 For crystallized ion plasmas, the rotation fr
quency can be phase locked to the applied frequency.20 In
electron plasmas, the frequencies employed are some
above the rotation frequency. Maximal plasma compress
was obtained when the applied frequencies coincided w
those of rotating Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! modes.21–23

We note that the technique called magnetron sideb
cooling, that is used to shrink the orbits of small collectio
of particles in harmonic potential traps, is not suitable for u
in plasmas. The failure of this technique in plasmas res
from the detuning of the characteristic trap resonances du
the significant space charge created by the accumulatio
large numbers of particles in a trap.24
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In the case of both electron and ion plasmas, the hea
produced by the applied rotating electric field must be co
teracted by applying some form of strong cooling to t
plasma. Both laser cooling and neutral gas cooling have b
employed in ion plasma experiments.

Early electron plasma experiments demonstrated
ability to produce inward transport by a rotating field, but
cooling mechanism was present and so only modest c
pression was achieved.25 Another experiment utilized the
heating from the applied electric field to replenish the plas
by ionization.26

More recent electron plasma experiments were c
ducted in the strong magnetic field of a superconduct
magnet,21,27 where significant cooling is provided by cyclo
tron radiation from the strongly magnetized particles. T
approach can also be employed for compressing posi
plasmas for various applications. A positron trap utilizing
superconducting magnet for this purpose is now being c
structed at the University of California, San Diego.28

For many positron applications, however, it is desira
to avoid a strong magnetic field, especially if the partic
must be extracted into the electrostatic beam lines that
typically used for materials science studies and some ty
of atomic physics experiments. Unfortunately, in a low ma
netic field cyclotron cooling is too slow (;400 s at 1 kG!,
and so an alternative mechanism must be used.

Recently, we showed for the first time that compress
of positron plasmas in low magnetic fields can be achie
using a neutral buffer gas to provide the required cooling10

The compression rates observed are about 30 times la
than in earlier electron plasma experiments, thus facilitat
the creation of high-throughput positron beam systems. F
thermore, the compression is broadband in character,
simplifying their practical implementation. Thus, in additio
to exploring a new and interesting regime of rotating w
confinement, these results provide a sound scientific basi
the production of high throughput brightness-enhanced p
itron beams for a variety of technological applications.
this paper, we present additional results and a more comp
discussion of the original positron compression experime
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In S
II we describe the experimental arrangement and procedu
The experimental results are presented in Sec. III and
cussed in Sec. IV, while Sec. V summarizes the paper.

II. EXPERIMENT

Positrons for the experiment were obtained from a thr
stage positron accumulator that employs a buffer gas to
ture positrons emitted from a radioactive source. The op
tion and performance of the accumulator are described
detail in Refs. 29 and 30.

The compression experiments were performed in a se
rate cylindrical Penning-Malmberg trap consisting of 10 c
lindrical electrodes of length 3.8 cm and inner diameter 2
cm. Six of these electrodes are used to transfer posit
from the accumulator, while the remaining four electrod
formed the compression stage and are illustrated in Fig.
g
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Electrode S2 is azimuthally segmented to allow the a
plication anmu51 azimuthal perturbation, and S1 is seg-
mented as shown in Fig. 1 to measure oscillations excite
the plasma. The excitation field consisted of four sine wa
of amplitude Aw and frequencyf w , with relative phases
shifted by 90° by a broad band phase shifter~0.1–4 MHz!.
The trap is housed in a vacuum chamber pumped to a b
pressure;131029 torr. The radial profiles of the plasm
are measured by dumping the positrons from the trap on
phosphor screen biased to28 kV and imaging the screen
using a charge coupled device~CCD! camera.

Typical parameters before compression were magn
field, B5900 gauss, plasma radius,Rp53.3 mm, plasma
length,Lp55.5 cm, number of positronsNtot513107, av-
erage positron densityn0553106 cm23, rotation fre-
quency, v r /2p550 kHz, plasma frequency,vp/2p520
MHz, plasma temperature,kBTp50.025 eV and Debye
length,lD50.5 mm. From these parameters, it can be s
thatlD!Lp ,Rp andn0lD

3 ;103@1, so the positron cloud is
in a well-defined plasma state. In the compressed stateRp

.0.7 mm yieldingn0583107 cm23.

III. RESULTS

Strong cooling has been found to be crucial for efficie
plasma compression using the rotating electric field te
nique. The ideal cooling gas for positrons should have a
annihilation cross section, large cross sections for inela
processes such as vibrational and rotational excitation, a
low elastic collision cross section to avoid enhancing cro
field transport. The positron annihilation rates at room te
perature are known for a variety of molecules.31 On the other
hand, very little is presently known about elastic and inel
tic positron-molecule collision cross sections in the ene
regime of interest~i.e., ,1 eV!, although this energy regime
is now being explored using cold positron beams.32 On the
basis of the above criteria, and by considering known el
tron cross sections that can be expected to give some ind

FIG. 1. ~a! Electrical connections to segmented electrodes;~b! layout of the
positron trap used for compression experiments; and~c! the axial potential
well.
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tion of the corresponding cross sections for positrons,
following gases were studied: N2, CF4, SF6, CO2, and
CO.

Cooling rates were measured by filling the third stage
the accumulator for a time that is short compared to coo
times of the respective gases (;10 ms! and then releasing
the positrons from the trap after a variable delay. When
tially trapped, positrons have a residual energy of sev
electron volts from the injection process. The positrons c
to room temperature by vibrational and rotational collisio
with gas molecules. By measuring the number of positr
released from the trap as a function of the exit gate poten
the positron temperature can be obtained.33 Using this tech-
nique, the cooling times were measured for the selec
gases. The results are presented in Table I, together
other parameters relevant to this experiment. These dat
dicate that cooling times comparable to those of cyclot
radiation cooled plasmas in the field of a superconduc
magnet can be obtained using gas cooling at pressures a
as 231028 torr. At these pressures positron annihilation
the cooling gas molecules is negligible.

For the compression experiments described here, p
trons were transferred from the positron accumulator to
compression trap. The transfer was accomplished in
phases. First, positrons were transferred to the six-segm
catching trap mentioned above, by releasing positrons f
the accumulator and passing them through the catching
while at the same time reducing the depth of the poten
well in the catching trap. By carefully tuning the electro
potential so that minimal energy loss was required to trap
positrons in the catching trap, transfer efficiencies of up
88% were obtained. Positrons were then transferred to
compression trap by further manipulation of the electro
voltages. This two-stage transfer procedure was necessi
by the fact that the potentials of the compression trap e
trodes could not be switched on the fast time scales requ
for positron transfer. This was due to the presence of cap
tively coupled electronic components on the compress
trap electrodes.

Compression was studied by applying a fixed or sw
frequency to electrode S2 and then dumping the plasma on
the phosphor screen. Typical compression data are prese
in Fig. 2. These data show rapid inward transport that beg
immediately after the application of the compression fie
Because the inward radial transport is rapid, the plasma d
not evolve to an equilibrium profile while this transport
occurring, but rather, it develops a dense core which gro

TABLE I. Parameters for cooling gases at 231028 torr: annihilation time,
ta ~from Ref. 31!, measured cooling time;tc , vibrational quanta,En , rel-

evant to the cooling; and the maximum measured compression rateṅ/nmax.

Gas ta(s) tc(s) En ~eV! ṅ/nmax (s21)

SF6 2190 0.36 0.076, 0.188 10
CF4 3500 1.2 0.157 10
CO2 3500 1.3 0.291, 0.083 4
CO 2400 2.1 0.266 ,0.2
N2 6300 115 0.292 eV ,0.2
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in time as the surrounding plasma is driven inward. There
very little positron loss (,5%) during compression.

Figure 3 shows the time dependence of the cen
plasma density for different amplitudes of the applied sign
If no signal is applied, the central density decays with
exponential time constant;11 s. If even a small rotating
electric field is applied (;2 mV!, this outward diffusion is
reversed, and for larger amplitudes, strong inward trans
is obtained. Initially there is an approximately linear increa
of density in time, followed by a nonlinear phase and eve
tual saturation. The minimum radius does not show a str
dependence on the number of positrons in the trap.
smallest radius that was observed wasRp.0.7 mm, with a

FIG. 2. ~a! and ~b! CCD images of positron plasmas att50 and t54 s,
respectively.~c! Radial profiles of a positron plasma withNtot5107 posi-
trons, f w52.5 MHz, Aw556 mV, and 231028 torr of CF4.

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the central density,n, of a positron plasma nor-
malized to its initial value,n0, for various values of the applied amplitude
Ntot5107 positrons,f w52.5 MHz, and 231028 torr of CF4 .
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corresponding increase of 20 in central density. Factors
termining the minimum radius are not understood at pres
A small mu51 diocotron mode is observed to grow as t
plasma is compressed, and this may play a determining
in limiting the compression in the present experiment. T
observed compression rates are about a factor of 30 la
than those reported in the experiment of Anderegget al.21

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the positron temp
ture on the amplitude of the applied signal for two pressu
of the cooling gas. The temperature was measured by m
suring the number of particles released from the trap a
function of the exit gate potential.33 In both cases shown, th
positron temperature remains relatively low up to the am
tude where the compression begins to fall off. The failure
compression at the higher amplitudes is therefore clearly
lated to the loss of cooling. For the data shown in Fig.
increasing pressure had the effect of both increasing the
gree of compression that can be obtained at a given am
tude, and also of increasing the amplitude at which the co
pression begins to fail.

Figure 5 shows data for the dependence of compres
on the frequency of the applied signal. The data in Fig
were obtained with frequencies in the range 0.1–4 MHz a
Aw556 mV applied for 1 s. The central density is norma
ized to the initial value. For comparison with earlier expe
ments, we calculated the mode frequencies for the low

FIG. 4. Dependence of~a! central density and~b! positron temperature with
cooling on CF4 at (d) P52.731028 torr and (s) P5631029 torr. f w

52.5 MHz for 1 s.
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order TG modes. In the relevant limit,kRp!1, the disper-
sion relation for the TG modes withmu51 and radial mode
numberl is

v.v r6kRp

vp

pl
, ~1!

where pl is the lth root of J1(x)50.22 The frequenciesf 1

and f 2 of the two lowest order modes withmz51 andmz

52, respectively, are indicated by arrows in Fig. 5. It can
seen that compression is observed for frequencies in
range of these low-order TG modes. It is interesting to no
however, that the effect is broad band in character in cont
to the sharp resonances reported in Ref. 21. Attempts to
rectly detect the excitation of plasma modes using the pic
electrode failed.

In Fig. 6 data are presented for compression as a fu
tion of the amplitude of the applied signal. The quant
Dn/n0 is plotted, whereDn is the increment in central den
sity after 1 s andn0 is the initial value. At lower amplitudes

FIG. 5. Dependence of positron density on applied frequency after 1
compression for (s) Ntot513107 positrons and (d) Ntot553106 posi-
trons with 231028 torr CF4 , Aw556 mV. Arrows indicate the frequencie
of the lowest order TG modes for the initial plasma conditions.

FIG. 6. Positron density on amplitude of applied signal after 1 s of com-
pression for (s) Ntot513107 positrons and (d) Ntot553106 positrons
with 231028 torr CF4 and f w52.5 MHz.
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this is a reasonable approximation to the compression
ṅ/n, and the initial compression rate follows the predictio
of linear theory, i.e.,ṅ/n}Aw

2 .21 Thereafter, the compressio
rate begins to level off. Then at some critical amplitude
drops off as the amplitude is further increased.

Data for compression observed using different cool
gases are presented in Fig. 7. In general these gases e
similar amplitude dependences, but produce different co
pression rates, which are summarized in Table I. One
prising result is the small compression obtained using C
which has a relatively high cooling rate. This shows th
complicating factors play a role in the cooling process, pr
ably reflecting details of the energy dependence of
positron-molecule cross sections. For example, CO has
of the largest vibrational quanta of the gases studied~see
Table I!, and so less effective cooling is expected below t
energy.

In addition to providing compression, the rotating ele
tric field provides the ability to improve positron confin
ment in cases where enhanced densities are not require
shown in Fig. 8, application of a rotating field can reverse
outward transport that is a universal feature of non-neu
plasma confinement.34 This figure also shows that plasm
confinement is dramatically degraded by applying the ro
ing field opposite to the direction of plasma rotation. Anoth
capability of the compression technique described here is
ability to confine plasmas even under conditions where
anomalous radial transport would otherwise lead to ra
plasma loss. Figure 9 shows positron lifetimes in the pr
ence of the rotating field under conditions where the con
ing magnetic field is reduced following an initial compre
sion phase of 5 s at 900 G.These data show that the positro
lifetime is essentially independent of the magnetic fie
down to 100 G, even though at 100 G the positron confi
ment time is less than 1 s in theabsence of the rotating field

FIG. 7. Compression using cooling on various gases.f w52.5 MHz, P;2
31028 torr.
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In this case, the factor limiting the positron lifetime is ann
hilation on impurities in the vacuum system, rather than
the cooling gas.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Coupling to the plasmas

The experiments described here were conducted in a
ferent parameter range than those reported previously.21,23

The previous experiments satisfied the conditionvf@v th ,
wherevf;(v2muv r)/k is the TG wave phase velocity an
v th5AkBTp /m is the positron thermal velocity. Under thi
condition, the TG modes were weakly damped. It can
shown that in this limitRp@lD , and so the vacuum field
only penetrates the plasma at frequencies near the reso
mode frequencies. In contrast, in the positron experime

FIG. 8. Lifetime of a positron plasma with no rotating field applied, with t
applied field rotating faster than the plasma rotation~‘‘corotating drive’’!,
and in the opposite direction~‘‘counterrotating drive’’!. f w5250 kHz,Aw

5330 mV, P51.831028 torr, CF4.

FIG. 9. Lifetime of a positron plasma in the presence of a rotating elec
field at reduced magnetic field. (d) 900 G, (s) 400 G, (h) 200 G, (n)
100 G;P5331028 torr, f w52.5 Mhz,Aw530 mV.
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reported here,vf;v th , in which case the TG modes ar
heavily damped as discussed below. In this same limitRp

;3lD , and the rotating wall electric field can penetrate
appreciable fraction of the plasma even when no reson
mode is present~i.e., the Debye shielding is weak!. Also, in
this same limit,f w;v th /L and so the rotating wall field ca
couple directly to rotating bounce resonances of the pla
particles.35,36

The Landau damping rateg of the TG modes scales as23

g/v;2
1

2 S vf

v th
D 3

expF2
1

2 S vf

v th
D 2G . ~2!

For the earlier experiments where the plasma was m
longer, and the phase velocity was therefore lower,g/v
;20.01, while for the present experiment,g/v;20.6 at
0.025 eV andg/v;20.2 atTp50.1 eV. Thus, in the wave
picture, the much stronger damping in the present exp
ment can account qualitatively for both the higher compr
sion rates~because of the more direct coupling between
applied electric field and particles!, and for the nonresonan
nature of the interaction, due to mode broadening. It a
accounts for the failure to observe the mode directly on
pickup electrodes. The strong damping may also explain
scaling ṅ/n}Aw

2 observed here but not in previous expe
ments.

Thus, the results of the present experiment are consis
with those of previous rotating wall experiments.21 However,
since the TG modes are heavily damped in the param
range studied here and do not evidence themselves in
dependence of the coupling on applied frequency, mode
the coupling as a direct interaction of the applied field with
rotating particle-bounce resonance may also be useful.

The coupling to the plasma in the limit of the expe
ments described here, in whichRp is not too much larger
than lD , has the interesting consequence that compres
begins at the outside of the plasma and then proceeds in
as the Debye shielding is reduced at the periphery of
plasma. This may explain the spatiotemporal dependenc
the compression illustrated in Fig. 2, where plasma is sw
inward from the broad initial distribution into a much na
rower central peak. As mentioned above, the factors limit
the minimum radius of this central peak are not yet und
stood.

B. Potential applications

1. High-density positron plasmas

The compression technique described here provide
means for producing high density positron plasmas for a
riety of uses. One such application is the production of c
antihydrogen for fundamental physics studies.14 One of the
most promising techniques that is currently being conside
for antihydrogen production is the co-mingling of ultraco
positrons and antiprotons in various configurations of m
tiple Penning traps.14 One effort pursuing this goal at th
European Center for Nuclear Research~CERN!, the
ATHENA collaboration,37 is currently employing a high-
efficiency positron accumulator similar to the one used in
experiments described here.38 The use of plasma compres
n
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sion is currently being implemented on that device as
means of increasing positron densities and improving
ability to transport positrons from the accumulator to the tr
where the antiproton and positron plasmas will
combined.39 Other uses for high-density positron plasmas
clude study of electron–positron plasmas,4 and the cooling
of highly charged ions.15

2. Long-term positron plasma confinement

The data presented in Fig. 8 indicate that the rotat
electric field can be used to eliminate positron plasma los
resulting from anomalous transport. Annihilation losses c
also be eliminated by reducing impurities in the vacuum s
tem. In particular hydrocarbon impurities, which have unu
ally large annihilation cross sections,31 can be completely
eliminated by storing the positrons in a cryogenic enviro
ment. This makes it possible to consider storing positrons
long periods. There are other cases in which a cryoge
environment would be cumbersome. For these applicatio
using well-designed traps to reduce anomalous losses,
minimal cooling gas would be required, thereby reduci
annihilation losses. For example, using CF4 at a pressure of
1029 torr, the annihilation time would be about one day.

3. Brightness-enhanced positron beams

Positron plasmas in Penning traps have been use
create positron beams with low energy spreads.8 Penning
traps also offer novel approaches to the production of p
tron microbeams. Positron microbeams~i.e., with diameter
,1 mm! can be used for a range of surface-scanning a
lytical tools for materials analysis. The factor limiting th
spatial resolution that can be obtained for such a char
particle beam is the intrinsic brightnessV21, where40

V5D2DE' , ~3!

whereDE' is the perpendicular energy spread of the be
andD is its diameter. By Liouville’s theorem, this quantit
cannot be reduced using only conservative fields. The m
mum beam diameter that can be obtained by focusing op
is Dmin5Q21AV/E, whereE is the beam energy andQ is
the convergence angle of the beam at the focus. Typica
E'51.5 eV,E55 kV, andD510 mm, soDmin;D/20. This
limitation can be overcome using the technique of remode
tion brightness enhancement,41 in which the beam target is a
material with a negative affinity for positrons, such as tun
sten. A significant fraction of the incident positrons are
emitted after thermalizing with the solid, thus allowing the
to be refocused to a smaller spot. By repeating this proc
several times, microbeams can be obtained. However,
nificant positron losses of 70–80% are incurred in ea
stage. In contrast, by compressing the plasma before b
extraction, similar brightness enhancement can be obta
at much higher efficiencies.

C. Future studies

The experiments described here represent a proof
principle demonstration of the ability of the rotating electr
field technique to produce efficient positron plasma compr
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sion. Future studies will concentrate on developing a m
complete understanding of the compression process to
duce a more effective tool for use in a variety of applicatio
such as those described above.

In particular, processes that limit the degree of compr
sion that can be obtained will be further investigated. T
diocotron mode that appears to develop during the comp
sion can be eliminated by feedback stabilization. Anomal
transport processes can be reduced by careful alignme
the magnetic field with the axis of the trap.42 Higher-order
azimuthal modes such asmu52 will be investigated and
compared with the compression factors obtained from
mu51 mode. The dependence of the compression proces
plasma length will also be investigated, and more effici
cooling will be investigated using other gases and gas m
tures.

V. SUMMARY

We have made the first experimental demonstration
the compression of a magnetized positron plasma by ap
ing a rotating electric field at frequencies well above t
rotation frequency. An important result of these experime
is that for short plasmas, the reduced phase velocity of
TG modes leads to heavy damping. This in turn provid
rapid and efficient compression over a broad range of
quencies.

A key element of these experiments was the implem
tation of buffer gas cooling using suitably chosen polyatom
gases. This has enabled good compression to be obtaine
relatively low magnetic field. This technique is likely to b
useful in a variety of technological applications, includin
the production of brightness-enhanced positron beams.
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